
DAY 1
GAMES

Head, Shoulders, Cup
Directions: Give each child a cup and have them line them up
about 10 feet away.  Establish a start line for each of the
children.  When you say "head," everyone must touch their
head.  When you say "shoulders," everyone must touch their
shoulders.  Quickly alternate between saying "head" and
"shoulders" for about 10-15 seconds, then say "cup."  When you
say "cup," the first person to run and get their cup and bring it
back to the start line wins the round.  Play as many rounds as
the kids would like.  You can even have a tournament until
there is only 1 champion. 

Supplies Needed: 

a cup for each child
 

Supplies Needed: 

1 (water)balloon/ 
 egg per 2 children

Egg (or Balloon) Toss
Directions: Have people pair up with one another and stand
face to face. Each pair should be standing the same distance
from each other. Begin by having one person from each pair
toss the egg or balloon to their partner. If the partner makes a
successful catch, they both take one step back and continue.
Younger children can take very small steps. If the egg or
balloon is dropped, but not broken, they may continue. If the
egg or balloon breaks, that team is out of the game. Continue
playing until only one team remains. Play as many games as
interest allows.

GAME TIPS/ALTERNATE RULES

Use more & various body parts than just the head and shoulders.  Have the
kids touch their knees, toes, stomachs, etc. 
Put a little bit of water in the bottom of the cups.  They then need to keep the
cup upright as to not drop the water inside the cup. 
Keep an eye on the kids as you say "head" and "shoulders." If a child touches
the wrong body part, they are out or they should take a step back. 
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